The Dean of Students Office has decided to go ahead with its plans to implement a study of student life at Trinity and students' attitudes towards it. According to Dean of Students, Donald Dietrich, who came to us," He added later, "We want to know what's happening now. Our only sources are R.A.'s, observations, and students who come to us." He added later, "His office, not too many come to tell how happy they are." The office is currently in the process of designing variables to include in the survey to reveal how students spend their leisure time. Although Winer expressed interest in learning more about student drinking behavior, he also indicated that the survey is intended to reflect deviant behavior (sensation seeking, sexual behavior, and social behavior patterns in general). Winer explained that the administration is aware of the social role of the fraternity. However, we don't know about other students who may just be sitting around in their rooms. We want to know why 'Buffy' is bored. The information obtained through this study will enable the Dean's Office to examine situations and act upon them.

Winer appeared particularly concerned with the campus' emphasis on alcohol. Some students view the college through a beer bottle. Our job is to give help. More knowledge of the situation will better define the alternatives available, he said. The study is still in the planning stage and Winer refused to estimate when it would finally be underway. However, the Dean of Students Office hopes to develop a well-rounded, non-ambiguous survey with reliable and valid questions. Students doing research projects may become involved by helping devise the survey, collecting data, and drawing conclusions from the survey. For increased accuracy, no rush is being placed on the study. The Dean's office is also looking into other grants which to apply to finance the project.

Panel addresses minority students during recruitment weekend: from left to right: Helen Scotte Gordon, Donald Dietrich, Larry Dow and Reggie Kennedy.

The purpose of the study is to implement a study of student life and students met with prospective minority students in The Life Science Auditorium to relate their impressions of Trinity and give advice to these students. Scottie Gordon, Advisor of Admissions, introduced the parents to the faculty. Among the faculty were Professors Andy Gold (Economics), Bob Lindsay (Physics), Donald Dietrich (Chemistry), and Henry DePhillips (Chemistry), who discussed their departments and some of the requirements for majors. DePhillips emphasized the role he plays as a faculty member of a liberal arts college: "We are a single-purpose institution. My salaried job is solely teaching undergraduates." As for his advice to the prospective students, DePhillips said, "There is no one school that's perfect. Try and pick an institution that fits your comfort level. If you're comfortable with the people, the place, then you're going to do your best work and get your best help." The day delineated the requirements for physics, engineering and computer coordinate majors. In the social sciences, the panel director advised students about the job market for a psychology or English major, work experience, and the humanities and the social sciences. Altimari commented, "The importance of liberal arts education is... the critical thinking you develop. These skills are often overlooked by critics in favor of the technical majors, but they are just as, if not more, significant in the long run." Following the faculty panel, students Tom Heffron, Martina Ocasio, Adrienne Merjian and Patrick Joly shared the students' own perspectives about being a Trinity student. Lyle, President of TCB (Trinity Coalition of Blacks), spoke candidly about his experience of living here as a prospective freshman. "Looking back at my feelings of apprehension that I had last year, I remember the helpful advice and encouragement of uppersmen, I was better able to continue on page 2.

Campus Crime Rate Declines

Two security officers are kept busy researching students to roam areas of the campus. Last semester there were over 5,000 escorts. But the escort service produces a severe drain on the security force because it depletes the force by two officers each night. It has been suggested by the Security Office that it is another small-town feel that another entity of the College take over the escort service in order to allow the security officers to perform more crime-oriented duties. Students with cars on campus will be relieved to know that motor vehicle thefts decreased by a whopping 47%. Nine cars were reported stolen but only one was stolen from a campus parking lot (and that was volunteered during the summer.) The only exception to the declining trend was in the first half of the fiscal year 1981-82 there were three sexual assaults compared with only one of the same period last fiscal year. Other assaults increased to six from four in the previous fiscal year. While most of the assaults were occurring during the Christmas vacation, the security officers were busy doing their jobs. Schweighoffer said that there was only one and he was in Aline West but it wasn't a forced entry. Most of the time the paroles had to head south before a left turn especially in the south campus area.

Looking ahead, Schweighoffer expects the crime rate to increase during Spring as it always has in the past. "There is no one school that's perfect. Try and pick an institution that fits your comfort level. If you're comfortable with the people, the place, then you're going to do your best work and get your best help."
David J. Howe (center) receives award from Dr. Robert Krieble (right) and Dr. Henry DePhillips.

Howe Wins Kriebel Scholarship

David J. Howe, a senior chemistry major from West Haven, has been awarded the Kriebel Scholarship by the Trinity College by the Loctite Corporation. The full-tuition scholarship was established in 1961 in memory of Dr. Vernon K. Kriebel, who invented the sealer called LOCTITE while he was a professor of chemistry at Trinity. The company he subsequently founded is now an international operation.

The scholarship is awarded annually to the chemistry student who "has demonstrated outstanding scholastic achievement and who ... offers promise of making a significant contribution to the profession of chemistry." Howe has an outstanding record of success in his course work and in service to the chemistry department at Trinity. He serves as a teaching assistant in general chemistry last year and in analytical chemistry this year. He has also participated in a research project, investigating the structure-function relationship in the respiratory porphyrins, hemocyanin.

Last summer he was designated a Kriebel Summer Research Fellow. After graduation, Howe intends to pursue a master's degree in chemical engineering, and then to begin a career in industry. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Warren F. Howe, Jr. of 261 Richmond Avenue.

The scholarship check for $6,000 was presented at Loctite's Newington headquarters by Dr. Robert Kriebel, chairman of the board of Loctite Corporation and son of its founder.

"Numbers . . . We simply need more minority students."

continued from page 1

The difficulties. I find the political atmosphere stifling. For-

mally, though, I found TCB.

The college became more aware of the problems of minority students by recognizing TCB as a valid organization on campus.

"My social life has been more limited ... one that can be changed by more minority students and faculty. Members are already doing it, but at least it's a start."

Ocasio interjected, "It's true! You have to go out and meet people. That's why the internship program is important: it allows you the opportunity to take action."

Lyle again particularly related his comments to the audience: "Trinity is different. I'm sure most of you have gone to schools that are very populated and I don't want that to deter you in your decision to come. It's a challenge. What you have to do is realize you're not going to be here. They're not going to come to

"If you want to go into interna-

tional relations, you can get the

course background but you have to

deal with the practical experiences on your own."

"During the time in which the pro-

ductive students had a chance to

ask the panel questions, one pro-

ductive student at the meeting on discrimination asked to comment on Trinity's social life: Merjian re-

sponded, "There's a lot of things going on, but you have to go to get them and do it — make a social life for yourself."

Another listener asked, "Where can Blacks get together? Are there any Black frats or sorori-

ties?" Lyle answered, "There are Black frats in Hartford, but there is the Umoja house on campus at 110 Vernon Street where Blacks can get together."

Another question was directed toward the panelists: "If there's one aspect you'd like to see change, what would it be?"

"Numbers," responded Lyle, "We simply need more minority students to create a positive effect on the student body to create an envi-

ronment of change."

"Do you think that minority stu-

dents separate themselves from the rest of the students here?" "I don't think," responded Lyle again, "separates are a good word to use. We don't actively choose to separate ourselves. To me it was an identity problem. I was from the city — where most people weren't, I felt it was brought up differently from most people. It's taken me three years to get over it but I no longer feel as alienated as I did when I was a freshman."

A minority alumni panel was scheduled to meet with the students that afternoon, but because the schedule was running very late, this panel was cancelled. The schedule resumed later Saturday afternoon with a Student Services panel with Ann Zaterian, Director of Financial Aid, Betty Anne Cox, Intern-

ship Coordinator, Diane Lindsay, Assistant Director, and David Winer, Dean of Students. Each of them gave descriptions of their respective offices and implored the students to come in for help and ad-

vice.

Saturday's events concluded with a dinner and a dance in the Widni-

ton Room. President English spoke at the dinner and said he was glad the students were able to make it so

Trinity and hopes he will get to know them all better. The dinner that night proved to be somewhat successful with a relatively small turnout.

The weekend culminated Sunday morning with a brunch in which the guests filled out evaluations of the weekend. The criticisms were generally constructive and the panelists commented that the prospect students had a chance to get to know Trinity until June 17, If you are interested, but cannot attend, please contact Mr. Dempsey (Box 545, #264-1249).

World Affairs Plans

Mock UN Conference

The World Affairs Association has begun its schedule of activities for the new term. The most significant of these is the Wesleyan-Trinity Mock United Nations Conference, to take place from February 18-21. This is the first event of its kind to be hosted by these two colleges. The conference will be held at Wesleyan this year, and will alternate locations with Trinity in years to come.

The conference will consist of two independent Security Council simula-

tions staffed by both Wesleyan and Trinity students. The Security Council is the organ of the United Nations, which has the primary responsibility for maintaining peace and security. The Security Council is made up of fifteen members. Five of these members: the five permanent members - the United Kingdom, and the United States - are permanent members, with the right to exercise veto power. The other ten members are elected from among the General Assembly in rotating two-year terms.

The main organizers for the conference have been Tina Pasko (trinity) and Wendy Breyer (Wesleyan), Veronica Buschmeier,, General counsel. Pasko believes that the purpose of a model United Nations conference is "to provide students with an introduction to the workings of the United Nations and global politics in general."

The Conference will be held at the Taylor Estate, a turn-of-the-century manor house located a short distance from Wesleyan. Delegates from the colleges that will be participating in the conference will be housed in dormitories on the Wesleyan campus. Fifteen colleges are expected to partici-

pate, among them: Princeton, University of Pennsylvania, Harvard, Smith, West Point, and Wesleyan. The organizers of the conference are convinced that the unique setting and the combined efforts of the two schools will make for an excellent conference.

For all students interested in international events, there will be a World Affairs Association meeting on Tuesday evening at 8:30 in Seabury 9-17. If you are interested, but cannot attend, please contact Mr. Dempsey (Box 545, #264-1249).

Marketing and Sales Career Presentation

For Permanent Positions at WESTPOINT PEPPERELL*

A Major Fortune 500 Corporation

A Manager from the Marketing Headquarters will be on campus to talk to you on:

Wednesday, January 27 from 7:00 PM to 9:00 PM

The Mather Campus Center — Alumni Lounge

(Refreshments will be served)

Brochures available

The Career Counseling Office

*Manufacturers of Martex, Lords Pepperell, National brand products, etc.

Marketing Headquarters — New York
Lindsay Joins Career Counseling Staff

by Kathleen Caruso

During the semester break, Diane Lindsay became Trinity's new Assistant Director of Career Counseling. She succeeds Ann E. Cronin who relinquished her position as Acting Assistant Director at the end of the calendar year.

Lindsay spent her undergraduate years at Central Connecticut State College, where she received her B.A. in Anthropology and Sociology. She received her master's degree in Social Work from the University of Connecticut.

Her work in counseling took her first to the University of Hartford as an administrator. Most recently, Lindsay served as a consulting therapist for the Hartford Board of Education. Responsible for both the staff and students, Lindsay worked mainly with students and those aggressive children in a position she termed an "experiential type of thing." When asked why she decided to leave this job, Lindsay explained that in such an intensive setting, one must "burn out in therapy." After two years, she said, "it was time to move on." Because Lindsay joined the Trinity staff at a time when most students were not on campus, last week was really the first chance she had to interact with students. "At one point," she commented, "I like small schools because you get to know people." At this point, Lindsay is involved with coordinating the 1982 Spring Career Exposition Program slated for April 22 and 23 (March 22-24). The purpose of the program is to help undergraduates place themselves in fields where they are considering a one- to two-week on-the-job observation. Work will directly with specially selected sponsors, (alumni, friends, relatives and representatives), at various firms.

The sponsors have really been quite gracious," Lindsay said, "and that's not an reimbursable expense to my paycheck." Some students have been engaged with their families in guiding their personal interests, she noted. About 40 students are making plans for a specific career. Lindsay said, "They are from all classes, although there are more seniors than they did last year in their externships, she noted. About 40 students are making plans for a specific career.

Are there any changes she would like to see in the area of Career Counseling at Trinity College? "We need more communication between classes," Lindsay commented, referring to the on-campus employment program. This program will enable seniors to meet with representatives from over 50 organizations who will visit the campus between Feb. 1 and March 19, 1982. She suggested that students "talk to last year's seniors." While she is getting used to her new position at Trinity, Lindsay said that she also be living in a house in Hartford into which she, her husband, and their three children recently moved. "I expect for the next year I will be in the office all the time," she added.

But while she likes when life very much, she finds the Cones, College job stressful. "I can't stand cold weather," she exclaimed, adding that both she and her husband "don't like sports." Her husband comes from Panama and she herself is Puerto Rican.

As for her hobbies? She enjoys animals activities, particularly dancing and exercising.

College Receives Grant

Household International has made an unrestricted operating grant of $20,000 (payable over four years) to Trinity in December.

In announcing this grant, Gilbert R. Ellis, Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer of Household International and its Subsidiary Companies, said, "This grant is based on the institution's interest in economic issues. The Corporation has designed this program to support institutions which encourage discussion of the principles of a free-market economy consistent with a free society."

Household International has contributed more than $3.38 million to American colleges and universities since its program was established in 1956. In addition to unrestricted operating grants, Household's support of higher education program includes scholarship programs for children of employees, employee matching gifts, miscellaneous grants in support of education-related organizations, and research grants to departments specializing in finance, merchandising, engineering, transportation and insurance.

Household International is one of the nation's largest multi-industry, diversified corporations with major businesses engaged in financial services, merchandising, manufacturing and communications. Total assets and annual sales for Household International are each in excess of $7 billion.

Hearty Trin Skiers Hit Tremblant

by Blythe Bachman

On Monday, Jan. 11, a very cold group of 20 Trinity students found themselves on a bus bound for the small Canadian town of St. Jovite and a week of skiing on Mt. Tremblant.

The town of St. Jovite is approximately one or two miles long and it made up of a few gas stations, a post office, two supermarkets, a Dairy Queen, a few bars which were, in the Trinity spirit, well frequented by college students, and the Hotel St. Jovite. With a heavy atmosphere one could play and played for five days. The evenings following four long hard days of skiing ended on a familiar form of night life provided especially by Molson Export in the hotel or patronage of the local bars. And of course, if all else failed, there was always jumprope in the halls on the second floor. "Hearts" and "Soap" theme song!) And in a room somewhere could always be heard the sound of a hairdryer warming up someone's wet ski boots.

Early in the mornings the group would pile onto the bus for a 30-minute ride to Mt. Tremblant. Each day till 4:00 Trin. students were all over the map. The mountain was skiable on both the north and south faces, with absolutely beautiful scenery and beautiful conditions on each trail. As a master of believe, I think I was the only one to find an inexpensive place of rest which resulted in placing my sprained neck at the top of a small hill. Conditions were frostbite and bruises. Temperatures raised from brisk during "the day to package" and "the orange" they orange and or they made and make whisky scours.

After leaving Montreal on a new bus with a new driver (sorry, Olds) at 11 a.m. we piled out, cold, expected, and they are seeking care in diversified fields.

Are there any changes she would like to see in the area of Career Counseling at Trinity College? "We need more communication between classes," Lindsay commented, referring to the on-campus employment program. This program will enable seniors to meet with representatives from over 50 organizations who will visit the campus between Feb. 1 and March 19, 1982. She suggested that students "talk to last year's seniors." While she is getting used to her new position at Trinity, Lindsay said that she also be living in a house in Hartford into which she, her husband, and their three children recently moved. "I expect for the next year I will be in the office all the time," she added.

But while she likes when life very much, she finds the Cones, College job stressful. "I can't stand cold weather," she exclaimed, adding that both she and her husband "don't like sports." Her husband comes from Panama and she herself is Puerto Rican.

As for her hobbies? She enjoys animals activities, particularly dancing and exercising.
Trinity-ConnPIRG Evaluates Phone Service

A survey carried out by Trinity-ConnPIRG students suggests that the telephone company "does not go out of its way" to inform prospective subscribers of all available services, and their respective costs. About 70% of students polled said the telephone company did not inform them of the existence of IMR (Individual Measured Service), which allows a limited number of outgoing calls per month for a lower basic monthly rate. There is no limit on incoming calls.

Half the students polled stated that they were not informed of extra charges for additional services: touch-tone phones, additional roommate listings, and total phones...

Students gave the telephone company, however, high marks for repair service and response to billing complaints. 91% said their general overall opinion of phone service was good to excellent.

Lynda Gaines, chairperson of ConnPIRG-Trinity, said that "We are going to ask the phone company to develop a special booklet for students that describes the costs and types of service available more clearly."

ConnPIRG director Edmund Mierzwinski, a member of the Southern New England Telephone Company's Consumer Advisory Panel, said that "It's always been clear to me that students are second-class citizens with the telephone company and that's why we're going to ask SNET to do something special for us for a change, rather than have forever higher prices for ever shrinking service."

Mierzwinski said also that new rates approved by the state Department of Public Utility Control will hit students hardest, since they move most often. The DPUC recently approved an increase from $15.00 to $37.75 in the costs of telephone installation.

"I will be asking the telephone company at the Consumer Advisory Panel to do two things, provide a special handbook for students and provide a special summer disconnect rate for students who stay in their same rooms. If they don't agree there, which is an informal proceeding, ConnPIRG will formalize its requests before the Department of Public Utility Control," he said.

ConnPIRG is a Ralph Nader-inspired research and advocacy organization funded and directed by college students. Students work with a professional staff on issues that concern them as students and as citizens.

************

New Vehicle Will Keep Campus Crime Rate Down

continued from page 1

controlled is through prevention and visibility. The Security Office acquired a 1981 Honda 3-wheel all-terrain cycle for the purpose of increasing visibility on the lower walkways and the playing fields. Students will see more of the cycle during the Spring when the weather becomes less severe. Although this will aid crime prevention, it is still up to the students to maintain their awareness and take whatever measures are necessary to protect themselves and their property.

Improve your memory.
Order this memo board now—before you forget!

And remember; good times stir with Seagram's 7 Crown.
Connecticut Dig the 28th, at 5 p.m. in the Alumni Lounge. All members must attend.

Announcements

Add/ Drop and Pass/Fail
Tuesday, February 2 is the last day to choose a course under a Pass/Fail option. It is also the last day to drop a course without DR appearing on the record.

American Psychics
All who are interested in taking a Free University course entitled "American Psychics" should drop by for a short meeting Thursday the 28th, at 5 p.m. in the Alumni Lounge. We will gather to make the meeting and want more information, contact Bob Doran, Box 55.

Amnesty
There will be an important Amnesty International meeting this Tuesday afternoon at 5 p.m. in the Alumni Lounge. All members must attend.

Biological Seminar
For those interested in Anatomy and Physiology, Prof. Stephen Hersey will speak in the Biology Department at Emory University. The seminar will be on campus Wednesday, Feb. 3, 1982 from 7:30-8:30, in LSC 213. Please be there and be prepared to ask questions.

HARC: Cellar Workshop
Lorie Miller will have a cellar workshop with a few HARC members on Saturday, Feb. 6. If you are interested to come, call Pat Morris, Box 756.

Youth Theatre Unlimited, Inc.
Prof. Hersey introduces our new group that includes Creative Dynamics specialist-in-residence; scientific evaluation of speech and hearing; program analysis; promotion; assist Artistic Director; assist Managing Director and be Production Assistant for production of "Antigone." (These are 4 different and separate projects.) CALL: William Robinson, 527-4081.

The Heartford Campaign
Help develop Women's Studies on campus. Survey student interest. Plan new courses. Write to: Women's Studies Steering Committee, SEE OR CALL: Patricia Miller, Women's Center-Mather, Ext. 459.

The Heartford Campaign
Help develop Women's Studies on campus. Survey student interest. Plan new courses. Write to: Women's Studies Steering Committee, SEE OR CALL: Patricia Miller, Women's Center-Mather, Ext. 459.

Rubella Clinic
A Rubella Clinic will be held in the Alumni Lounge on Jan. 28, 1982 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Please call est. 231 or ext. 380 with any questions.

Student Address Changes
STUDENTS returning or who have recently changed campus address, please run at the Post Office and make sure we have your correct listing.

Summer Jobs
Dreams of summer in January? It's not too early to start thinking about your search for summer work, and the Career Counseling Office can help you to come in and find out about such opportunities in now. Don't wait and end up spending another summer vacation wondering what to do with your time.

Tourism
The State Tourism Office is looking for bright and energetic students to staff its highway information center this spring and summer. The season runs from Memorial Day Weekend (start on May 28) through Labor Day Weekend (end Sept. 6). The pay rate is $5.13 an hour (or 35-hour week). Those interested in applying for these positions should contact the State Department of Economic Development, 210 Washington St., Hartford 06106 or call Charles Norwood, in Hartford, at 566-4094.

Noontime Fitness
Faculty, Administration, Staff, and Alumnae wishing to avoid those "winter weight-gain worries," see Robin Barkham, 203-5379.

Avery Heights
The Avery Heights Residential Community for elderly. Interim will interview new residents for work, Office of Social Services, Department of Nursing and the Social Science Center, New Britain Avenue. CALL: Carol L. Joffin, 527-9126.

Hartford Courant
In-School, off-site internship opportunities. Contact Intern for more information.

Hartford Hospital
Publicity side, strong writing skills necessary. Duties include writing articles for "in-house" publication, public service, and backgrounders for the Volunteer Program at Hartford Hospital. CALL: Denise Clarke, Director of Marketing, 524-3488.

Trinity College
Commencement May 28th, at 5 p.m. in the Alumni Lounge. All members must attend.

Williams College/Mystic Seaport
The deadline for applications for the Williams College/Mystic Seaport Program is May 15. A visit to Mystic Seaport has been extended to February 2. Completed application forms must be submitted to the Registrar's Office by that date.

Workers Needed
Workers are needed to help run the Wesley-Style Trinity Model United Nations Conference, Feb. 18-21, at Wesleyan University. People are still needed to work on registration during the days before the meeting, attending sessions during the council sessions, and to work on the social committee and office for the weekend. Contact Bob Doran, Box 55, or Betty Anne Cox in the Internship Office. CALL: Janina Mroz, 278-5310.

&

Classifieds
The Makris Diner needs full or part time workers. Must have a CDL. Box 504-652, 1795 Berlin Turnpike.

Whisper it in Our Classifieds
5PM, Soap, good-looking, likes dancing, drinking, photographing, or other activities limited to same in female to warm my life and bed. Photo, if possible. Confidentially. Contact Trinity Photo Dept. Box 1310.

Kathy-Anne: Hope "B-day 20?" What's that, sweet,ex-birthday? "M.B." 

"Tripod Bill" Happy second decade of wild and crazy guy! (or worse)...

BOIS — Get your act together or Tripodal workers are needed to help run the Tripodal Photo Studio. February 15th, 1795 Berlin Turnpike.

Something Personal To Say?

The Tripod charges 10c per word with a ten word minimum. You may pay by check or money order. Make payable to the "Tripod." Please send money and ad thru campus mail to Box 1316. Money must be in the Friday prior to the issue in which your ad is to run.
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Announcements

Add/ Drop and Pass/Fail
Tuesday, February 2 is the last day to choose a course under a Pass/Fail option. It is also the last day to drop a course without DR appearing on the record.

American Psychics
All who are interested in taking a Free University course entitled "American Psychics" should drop by for a short meeting Thursday the 28th, at 5 p.m. in the Alumni Lounge. We will gather to make the meeting and want more information, contact Bob Doran, Box 55.

Amnesty
There will be an important Amnesty International meeting this Tuesday afternoon at 5 p.m. in the Alumni Lounge. All members must attend.

Biological Seminar
For those interested in Anatomy and Physiology, Prof. Stephen Hersey will speak in the Biology Department at Emory University. The seminar will be on campus Wednesday, Feb. 3, 1982 from 7:30-8:30, in LSC 213. Please be there and be prepared to ask questions.

HARC: Cellar Workshop
Lorie Miller will have a cellar workshop with a few HARC members on Saturday, Feb. 6. If you are interested to come, call Pat Morris, Box 756.

Youth Theatre Unlimited, Inc.
Prof. Hersey introduces our new group that includes Creative Dynamics specialist-in-residence; scientific evaluation of speech and hearing; program analysis; promotion; assist Artistic Director; assist Managing Director and be Production Assistant for production of "Antigone." (These are 4 different and separate projects.) CALL: William Robinson, 527-4081.

The Heartford Campaign
Help develop Women's Studies on campus. Survey student interest. Plan new courses. Write to: Women's Studies Steering Committee, SEE OR CALL: Patricia Miller, Women's Center-Mather, Ext. 459.

Rubella Clinic
A Rubella Clinic will be held in the Alumni Lounge on Jan. 28, 1982 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Please call est. 231 or ext. 380 with any questions.

Student Address Changes
STUDENTS returning or who have recently changed campus address, please run at the Post Office and make sure we have your correct listing.

Summer Jobs
Dreams of summer in January? It's not too early to start thinking about your search for summer work, and the Career Counseling Office can help you to come in and find out about such opportunities in now. Don't wait and end up spending another summer vacation wondering what to do with your time.

Tourism
The State Tourism Office is looking for bright and energetic students to staff its highway information center this spring and summer. The season runs from Memorial Day Weekend (start on May 28) through Labor Day Weekend (end Sept. 6). The pay rate is $5.13 an hour (or 35-hour week). Those interested in applying for these positions should contact the State Department of Economic Development, 210 Washington St., Hartford 06106 or call Charles Norwood, in Hartford, at 566-4094.

Noontime Fitness
Faculty, Administration, Staff, and Alumnae wishing to avoid those "winter weight-gain worries," see Robin Barkham, 203-5379.

Avery Heights
The Avery Heights Residential Community for elderly. Interim will interview new residents for work, Office of Social Services, Department of Nursing and the Social Science Center, New Britain Avenue. CALL: Carol L. Joffin, 527-9126.

Hartford Courant
In-School, off-site internship opportunities. Contact Intern for more information.

Hartford Hospital
Publicity side, strong writing skills necessary. Duties include writing articles for "in-house" publication, public service, and backgrounders for the Volunteer Program at Hartford Hospital. CALL: Denise Clarke, Director of Marketing, 524-3488.

"Nancy Savin / The Arts"
Channel 24 - CPTV, Production assistant. Intern would be involved with weekly local arts programs. Student should have strong arts background and interests in a career in broadcasting or arts administration. Details in Internship Office. CALL: Judy M. Willet, ext. 278-5310.

SINA
Urban issues, community in-
For years, the student community has been gradually informed of the need for a substantial increase in minority recruitment. This effort has met with only limited success and therefore has prompted frequent criticism from various facets of the student body, notably minority organizations. Granted, the onus for minority recruitment must ultimately rest on the Office of Admissions. But this is not an issue that should be left to the Office of Admissions; it must be a full joint effort of the student body and faculty. Students on their part can play a more active role in this process by participating in admissions-sponsored events such as a Minority Recruitment Dance, as well as in forums which are open for discussion and suggestion. The faculty would be well advised to pursue a more cooperative relationship with the Admissions Office, in part by encouraging increased classroom visitation by prospective minority applicants. Private meetings with individual recruits in designated fields of study might also be considered.

The recent Minority Recruitment Weekend is a good example of the success attained when everyone shares the responsibility of bringing and retaining minority students to Trinity College. There was a large turnout on the part of the Faculty, Administration, and students. The Trips apply the Admissions Office's efforts throughout the past weekend. Hopefully, events such as this will be incorporated into the recruitment program on an annual basis in order to further enhance the effort.

As long as there stand sufficiently diversified liberal arts institutions such as Trinity, the need for an adequate racial balance within the student body will always exist, it's about whether one infringes upon the rights of others nor did I consider the long term consequences of my actions.

In the recent Minority Recruitment Weekend, we had a more cooperative relationship with the Admissions Office, in part by encouraging increased classroom visitation by prospective minority applicants. Private meetings with individual recruits in designated fields of study might also be considered.

To the Editor:

I am a convivial in Ohio's penal systems. But I don't go by the word "going time!" in a prison hospital. Sometimes, within the near future, I expect to be transferred on to the "fast, sometimes exciting," Penitentiary in Columbus, Ohio. It seems to me that in addition to the recidivism rate, the academic work often fails to gel the administration agree; outstanding academic excellence at this institution, the President's Fellows, many members of the faculty and the administration agree; outstanding academic work often fails to get the wide recognition it deserves — a situation which should be rectified.

The economic feasibility of this proposal would have to be investigated by the SGA, but before going too far, I would like to discuss the subject of my future but I will not remember my head. I didn't remember my home Address 1. I notice that my friend's room is still the same neighborhood for twenty years. David's room was Christmas vacation and what was it called? A need exists at Trinity College.

There are several areas of entertainment opportunities. There are also a variety of restaurants, bars and entertainment. The President's Fellows, many members of the faculty and the administration agree; outstanding academic work often fails to get the wide recognition it deserves — a situation which should be rectified.

A need exists at Trinity College. There are several areas of entertainment opportunities. There are also a variety of restaurants, bars and entertainment. The President's Fellows, many members of the faculty and the administration agree; outstanding academic work often fails to get the wide recognition it deserves — a situation which should be rectified.

To the students of Trinity:

I would like to present a few ideas for your consideration regarding a possible means for diversification of entertainment opportunities. I think that most of us would agree that Trinity students could utilize more frequently by Trinity students on weekend nights if such, concerts, live entertainment were available for crossing the Broad Street Barrier Zone. Trinity College owned a school bus (you remember those big ugly yellow things) or rented a service that say, made regular trips back and forth between Trinity and Hartford on weekend nights, maybe last bus being 2 A.M. SATUR- DAY and Monday. If we owned the bus it might also be more available for student organized groups (like the student car, large scale). For exam- ple, the music department has a band that could be utilized more frequently by Trinity students on weekend nights if such, concerts, live entertainment were available for crossing the Broad Street Barrier Zone.

So what if Trinity College owned a school bus (you remember those big ugly yellow things) or rented a service that say, made regular trips back and forth between Trinity and Hartford on weekend nights, maybe last bus being 2 A.M. SATUR- DAY and Monday. If we owned the bus it might also be more available for student organized groups (like the student car, large scale). For exam- ple, the music department has a band that could be utilized more frequently by Trinity students on weekend nights if such, concerts, live entertainment were available for crossing the Broad Street Barrier Zone.
**Commentary**

**SGA Elections: An Important Function**

To the Students of Trinity,

**ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!** Especially members of the Junior Class and Freshman Class; students living Off-Campus; and residents of Elton, Goodwin/Woodward, Jarvis, Northam-Seabury, New South Campus, and Smith. SGA announces Trixy Term Election '82 to fill vacant positions in the SGA.

1) In the At-Large Election, there's one position open for Off-Campus Representative, and one position open for Junior Class Representative.

2) In the Dorn Election, there is one position open in each of the dorms mentioned above.

3) In addition, the SGA will conduct the Class Committee Election for the Freshman Class. The Freshman Class will elect four members of their class to monitor and prepare activities. These members will work independently of the SGA. Any student interested in representing their constituency must submit their name, box #, phone #, and position desired to box 1386 by 5 p.m. Friday, Jan. 29. The only qualification is that you must be a member of your constituency. Sign-up now.

At-Large and Freshman Class Election will be run through the P.O.B.'s on Thurs., Feb. 4, between 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. Dorm elections will be run in coordination with the RA's on Thurs. February 4.

(Note to the Student Body)

In light of the problems in previous elections, the Steering Committee of the SGA has set up new election procedures in the hopes to increase participation and turn-out to 100%. The members of the Election Committee have outlined the election procedures for the convenience of all candidates. They have undertaken appropriate steps in order to minimize the possibility of others entering elections and have created what they believe are most efficient, and effective procedures to fill these vacant positions in the SGA during Trixy Term Election '82.

The major problems lie in communication between the SGA and the Trinity students. We believe our emphasis on poor advertising, and vague (essentially illegitimate) dorm election instructions and procedures. The Election Committee had proposed the following:

1) To increase awareness by advertising in the Tripod, posters, and flyers.
2) To introduce a "mock ballot" to be printed in the Tripod prior to election.
3) At-Large and Freshman Election to be held in the following manner: Ballots will be turned in on the day of the election in the P.O.B. of those members of the constituency involved in Trixy Term Election. Those students will fill out ballots, register at the SGA table (by putting an "X" and placing the name of the person on the back of the ballot), and deposit ballots in box.
4) The Dorn Election are to be run in coordination with the RA's in the dorm. The means of distributing and collecting ballots on the day of the election will be left to the RA's on Thurs., February 4.

There are any questions, or comments, drop a note in box 1378. Important dates to remember are Friday, Jan. 29. Monday, January 31st. It's too late to forget to vote on Thursday, Feb. 4.

Why AIESEC

You've heard of it before, but have you really considered it? A group that is completely student motivated, quality students aimed toward advancing an in-depth understanding of the world, AIESEC is your organization.

We get our drive (or ego-trips, if you like) from promoting this concept of the world. We have clubs or "nations" in companies such as United Technologies, IBM, Apple, IBM, Shell, Equinor Bank, and 40 more participating corporations. But this "professionalism not a boring Tin student make", so we also arrange parties which actually increase the "professional" atmosphere of the SGA. Since we are a national, as well as international group, we like to do this regeneration of spirits with other AIESECers around the country. So February 13, we'll go to Smith for a day to learn, and to have fun. AIESEC is people, a chance to travel all over the world wanting to know about life in other countries. But enough of this, what do we really do, anyway?

FACT #1: We organize an exchange program, so Trinity students involved in AIESEC can go abroad to work in a foreign country. To do this, we bring foreign students here to work in Hartford area corporations. There are two reasons why this exchange program works and seem, overall, more successful than any other program. AIESEC has the experience necessary for an internationally-related career.

FACT #2: Shows that AIESEC students believe are better job placements and seem like a better place to be. We have already brought, or seen, students who have landed positions at Ohio and Pittsburgh in the fall, and Atlanta over Christmas break.

As a result of this, we have you to find out more, our next meeting is Wednesday, February 27, 9 p.m., in Smith. If you're interested in joining us at Smith February 13, 11 a.m., come to the meeting or drop a note in box 5000.

Third, you have the opportunity to apply classroom knowledge to real-world experiences and meet people from around the world: "ACCEPT THE CHALLENGE, especially Submitted, AIESEC-Trixy

---

**D.C. Wire: Don't Stop With The Bus**

by Maura McNerney

Maura is a congressional intern with a Federal representative in Washington, D.C.

The capital illuminates the skyline like a moon sinking into the horizon. To be near its brilliance is to dream of ideals touching reality. Equality, liberty, and democracy hold such precious positions.

"Don't be afraid to fail," says the man shoving in behind me.

"Why do all of us have to get out at the same time? I'm willing to tell you again," the woman in front of me offered.

"The taxpayers would love that!" Her companion lauged.

We were all thrust backwards as the bus crawled through the evening traffic. Grasping the overhead rail, I realized I could devour a peanut butter sandwich right in front of me offered.

"Another intern taught me the production," I interjected.

She flashed a cynical smile.

"Well, look it like we're doing all the mail as soon as you come in. You'll share this duty with other interns as they are available. Mail comes in four times a day, all mail must be read and sorted." We were all thrust backwards as the bus crawled through the evening traffic. Grasping the overhead rail, I realized I could devour a peanut butter sandwich right in front of me offered.

"Yes, sure I f we all lie on top of each other, it provides an excellent opportunity," I explained upon my introduction, "all of us here do the work on the bus. The taxpayers would love that!" She reassured me.

"You have to understand these people," she reassured me. "Before I had a job, I had an experience of opening mail that I thought I would never get out of. I had to become an expert."

"Sure, if we all on top of each other, it provides an excellent opportunity," I explained upon my introduction, "all of us here do the work on the bus. The taxpayers would love that!" She reassured me.

"You have to understand these people," she reassured me. "Before I had a job, I had an experience of opening mail that I thought I would never get out of. I had to become an expert."

As Maura's spokesman recently explained to a right-to-life group, he is a failure to open all letters and cards to his constituents. It may be on such subjects should his right-to-life group, he is a failure to open all letters and cards to his constituents. It may be for policy change. (Sometimes surveys are also conducted by a representative to obtain input on matters not adequately addressed by mail.)

Second, you could write to your Congress-person without providing your name and address. One of my correspondents explains that there is no way to dispose of all letters (and post cards) which do not include the names and addresses of constituents.

Third, as a rule, do not send post cards to your representative. Although they may not get lost in the mail, they will most probably get lost in the shuffle of the office.

Forth, be specific in your letters. Letters which are general, or address a wide variety of issues do not receive much attention. Those letters which speak to specific legislation however can be quickly categorized according to house resolution numbers or committee issues. A representative need only peruse through his mail to know what his constituents are thinking.

Fifth, know what committees members sit on, and write to them directly about issues pertaining to their particular committee. A free copy of the Congressional list is by writing to your Federal District Representative.

Well, this is a little of what I learned. As I wrap up this column, I think I better stop commenting on buses. We passed our FACT checks up.
Letters and Commentary

A Way to Recognize Academic Excellence

continued from page 6

Fellows has arrived at a solution to this problem. The Trinity Papers, a new publication that will make its first appearance this spring. We feel this is a viable way to honor students and their excellent work, and to display their accomplishments for all to see.

What is the Trinity Papers? The Papers (for short) will be an annual journal of truly outstanding student writing: essays, chapters of theses, term papers, reviews, reports of original research, etc. Of all the material submitted, only that which is judged to be of exceptional quality will be published. Thus, acceptance for publication in the Trinity Papers will itself constitute a significant form of recognition. We would prefer that students submit work for courses, seminars, independent studies and the like, but they may also submit essays written especially for the Papers.

Papers may be submitted on any topic; we plan to publish works of interest to both the general audience and specialized audiences. The only restriction is that the work had been done while the author was a student at Trinity. The Papers will appear once a year, and copies will be distributed to interested students and to faculty and administrative offices. The program deals with the following: each volume of the Trinity Papers is February 17, 1982. All materials should be addressed to Box 9000. To eliminate the effects of personal biases, Dean Spencer will remove the author’s name from each paper and replace it with an identifying number before forwarding the paper to the editorial board for review. Papers not accepted for publication will be returned to their authors.

The deadline for submissions for the first edition of the Trinity Papers is February 17, 1982. All materials should be addressed to Box 9000. To eliminate the effects of personal biases, Dean Spencer will remove the author’s name from each paper and replace it with an identifying number before forwarding the paper to the editorial board for review. Papers not accepted for publication will be returned to their authors.

The editorial board, as it now exists, would like to encourage all interested students to submit their best efforts from previous course work. Look through those old papers you’ve kept lying around, and submit one! It won’t even cost you a stamp. Students with good editing and related skills are also urged to volunteer to help with the production of the first issue.

We hope the Trinity Papers will fill a void at Trinity College. But it can succeed only if you submit your work for publication.

Remember: the deadline is February 17 — Box 9000.

Sincerely,
The Editorial Board

For Delicious Pizza and Hot Oven Grinders

Call when you leave — it will be ready upon your arrival.

Come in and Eat in our NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room

287 New Britain Ave., Hartford
Across from South Campus

Richard Staron, prop.
Student Stress Rises AlarmingLy

by David Gaede

(CPS) — "Things were tough enough when I was in college. I certainly wouldn't want to be a student today," remarks Dr. Edwin Stauden- man, a professor in UCLA's psych department.

Indeed, student stress levels ap- parently have risen markedly since September, counselors on various campuses nationwide say.

They point to signs of increasing stress like more student withdrawals from classes, packed schedules of campus counseling centers, more intra-student violence and suicide, more tragacity, more student suicides and suicide gestures.

Colleges responding to a recent National Counseling Services Data Bank survey reported that 60 per- cent of their counseling appoint- ments now involve complaints of student inability to cope with stress.

"Stress-related illnesses such as anorexia nervosa are up," summarizes Dr. Marcelene Styles, director of San Diego State's counseling ser- vices. "There's a sharp increase in the severity of problems. Students are worried. They have a general sense of instability and lack of being grounded. It's clear that counseling centers are going to have to adapt and change to address these new issues. If we don't, the result could be frightening."

Students blame a depressed economy, increasing tuition rates, dwindling financial aid funds, a tight job market for pushing stud- ent stress levels up this year. Many fear a coming epidemic of campus violence if those financial pressures aren't eased soon.

"We've seen an increased anxiety and stress among students here," says Pat Ziegler, dean of students at the University of Wis- consin-Madison. "Our counselors are seeing more students with in- creasingly more serious and intense problems.

"Student appointments at Michi- gan State's counseling center have doubled this year. Wisconsin, Ar-izona State and Washington, among others, report smaller, though still significant, increases in the number of appointments.

"Students are under tremendous stress," says Donna Hanashok, associate counseling director at Michigan State. "There's a general sense of powerlessness that students seem to be feeling in coping with counselors say their students are consequently touchier and more evasive.

When the University of Florida switched from a quarter to a semester system this fall to try to conserve energy, a record 12,000 stu- dents dropped out of various courses. UF counselors attribute the dropout rate, more than twice the level of the previous year, to stu- dent inability to take the added stress of a few extra weeks of classes.

Florida counselors have also noted a dramatic upsurge of vio- lence among students, with "more disputes being handled fast-  tracked," according to Jim Archer, director of UF's counseling center.

Grayer yet is the alarming in- crease in suicide and suicide attempt- es that have plagued some cam- puses this academic year.

Suicides among the college-age population have been increasing steadily for the last few years, ac- cording to the National Center for Health Statistics.

In 1976, the suicide rate for 10- to-24 year-olds was 12.4 per 100,000. By 1980 it had climbed to 13 and experts believe the rate will easily surpass 13 per 100,000 for 1981.

Experts estimate there are nine suicide attempts for every suicide death recorded, and suspect the number of un- reported cases.

But counselors generally don't track such things "mainly because it would be very poor public relations to do so," says Marc Miller, direc- tor of the Suicide Information Cen- ter in San Diego. "Because it is very difficult to document suicides, it is even harder to document suicide at- tempts."

But counselors, based largely on their own experiences, fear the worst.

"Michigan State, for one, suffered a rash of suicide attempts during a fall term in which the university — trying to cope with the severe budget cuts — weekly announced course and service cutbacks. Rumors of whole department closings were rife," "In general," says MSU's Hanashok. "MSU has a very low rate of suicide attempts, but I had at least 20 cases this last semester where there was either some suicide gas- ture or talk of suicide. Luckily, everyone was successful."

Hanashok says the current unusual economic and social pres- sures are wearing down students' resistance to stress to the point that "suicide becomes an easier answer than one which deals with struggle."

At the University of Idaho sui- cide attempts have gone up 30 to 40 percent over last year, counselors estimate.

Don Kees, Idaho's chief coun- selor, blames "a very depressed economic situation" for the student increase. "Budgets are being cut by the state, and the effects of Reagan-omics are hammering us twice as hard as the other areas of the coun- try."

Like other counselors, Kees sees no single reason for the increase in suicide gestures. He cites several facors that can slowly overwhelm a student.

Kees compares the stress buildup to a rising thermometer, with each added stress factor pushing up the mercury a little higher. "When the thermometer reaches a certain point, just about anything will make it blow: a fight with a friend, a bad grade, or finding out that the financial aid has fallen through."

In response, a growing number of campuses are startled stress prevention and outreach programs. Fac- ulty, staff and student leaders learn the warning signs of stress, and when they occur, refer colleagues to profes- sional counseling. Other campuses teach resident managers to dorms to watch for students who grow with- drawn, moody, emaciated or who look heavily

Life within college walls is becoming increasingly stressful.

Go To College For Health Sake

CHAPEL HILL, NC (CPS) — Higher education is generally good for your health, though if you're a woman it may also turn you into a pack rat.

"The higher-educated group tended to eat healthier diets than the lower-educated group," says Dr. Suzanne Haynes, an associate epidemiology professor at UNC and co-author of a research report on the study.

"It indicates that persons at higher education levels are perhaps more health-conscious. This is a new finding," Haynes says.

Nearly 10,000 people in the U.S. and Soviet Union participated in the study, which the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute began in the early 1970's.

"In general," says MSU's Hanashok. "MSU has a very low rate of suicide attempts, but I had at least 20 cases this last semester where there was either some suicide gas- ture or talk of suicide. Luckily, everyone was successful."

The study also found that well-educated people tend to be healthier, eat better and ingest lower levels of harmful cholesterol. For women, however, alcohol con- sumption seems to rise with educa- tion level.

Every Night Is College Night

MONDAY: Happy Hour prices all night
TUESDAY: 50c domestic draft beers
WEDNESDAY: $1.50 Jumbo Margaritas. All the Jacques you can eat.
THURSDAY: Snakebite Night. Snakebites 1.00

36 Lewis Street Hartford, Connecticut 247-2300

Decision 1981, THE TRINITY TRIPOD, Page 9
Barbara Kennelly Heads For House After Special Election

by David R. Lindquist

Democrat Barbara Bailey Ken
delly coaxed an easy victory over Republican Ann P. Uccello in a special congressional election in the First District held on Tuesday, January 12. Mrs. Kennelly, who has been Connecticut's Secretary of the State since 1979, was sworn in at noon Friday in Washington as a new congresswoman.

Mrs. Kennelly, who has been the favorite in the contest since Congressman William R. Cotter died September 8th, carried fifteen of the seventeen towns in the district (Glastonbury and Bolton by half the result) and received a total of 51,631 votes (53%) in Miss Uccello's 36,085 (44%). The outcome is attributed to the 2-1 Democratic voter registration in the Hartford-based First District.

Voter turnout in the comparatively bad weather on the 12th was reduced to 36% from November 1980's 48%. However, this did not impede Kennelly's ability to draw out Democratic and Independent votes.

Mrs. Kennelly will join 242 other Democrats in Washington, and will be one of the most predictably liberal votes in the House. In the campaign, she made an effort to show her liberal credentials in op
position to Uccello's solid conserva
tivism. However, this election can
come on no basis on the President Reagan's economic program. No Republican has represented the district since 1936, and no Republican since Eisenhower carried it in 1952.

Uccello made an earlier run for the seat in 1970, as mayor of Hartford, she opposed William Cotter, who was running for what became his first term. He beat Uc
cello by only 1,165 votes.

Mrs. Kennelly is the fourth woman Connecticut has sent to Congress, following Republicantrees Boobi (1942-1947), Democrat Chace Googhe Woodhouse (1945-1947, 1949-1951), and Democrat Ellis T. Grasso (1971-1975). Grasso had been Secretary of the State like Kennelly before her election from the Sixth District. This special election was the first this term, and is the first in 1982. The others were held in Michigan, Maryland, Ohio, Mississippi, and Pennsylvania. Only one district changed hands of them (Mississippi's 1st) from the first Democratic victory, Wayne Dowdy.

Mrs. Kennelly must run for re
election in less than nine months, but is expected to be reelected for a full term at that time. It is unclear at this time who she will be running against again. She has shown a reluctance to try for Congress a third time, Uccello, if she desires it, has stated explicitly that she will run for re-election. However, Republicans cover the nomination with the likelihood of going.

All signs indicate that Mrs. Ken
nelly will have an opportunity to participate in many matters over the next session. The Congress is still wrangling over budgetary problems and may confront several explosive social issues. As the Conservative Democrats have joined Republicans to block liberal measures, the leadership in the Democratic House will actively seek out Kennelly's vote.

U.S. Representative Barbara Kennelly after the election

Hartford Notes

A New Approach

Running for this or that: This idea of Hartford ends with me. My theme is to be "Hartford and Trinity: The Failed Partnership." What failure? We did. Hartford has always been a part of the partnership, for it has available opportuni
ties, entertainment, and the chance to do more with one's life than drink beer while wearing alligator
shirts. There was a time when we were active partners with Hartford, but we have broken that partnership because some of its foll we were more than anyone else. Trinity, however, has a more proper reputation with Hartford. I'd like to change that reputation, not because I think it might do me a favor, but because I feel we can benefiting.

I'd like to challenge the ivory
tower set: Go out and prove to me, you're not half as elitist as I think you are. Show some interest in the city you were unfortunate enough to have been raised in. In turn, I will make an effort to tell you what Hartford is all about, and what I have found there; I will try to "lead you into" Hartford.

Why not go to the office
and say that what you've read in this newspaper before is "prose" in the right hand. What should they do? Eat more for you! And pay raises of 5 to 30 cents per hour each year plus theThousands of dollars of tax relief which would be given to the office, working 20 hours or more per week may have his hours reduced, may be laid off, or may not employe.

The union, which represents 1,300 workers, also won a promise that training programs will be provided to improve management and to help make lawyers and women become skilled workers.

Earthquake Shakes Up

New England

An earthquake shook the lower
New England region last Monday,

promping hundreds of calls to police from people alarmed by rumbling sounds, moving chairs, and shaking lamps.

No reports of damage or injuries have been received from residents in the area.

The quake, which registered 4.8
on the Richter scale, was centered in Franklin, N.H., a town near Con
cord. It lasted about 15 seconds and was felt throughout New England.

This was the second earthquake in nine days. An earlier, on January 9th, registered 5.9 on the Richter Scale from a center somewhere in New Brunswick, Canada.

The National Earthquake Infor
mation Service said that the two
may be related in some way.

Business Tax Survives Repel Effort

The General Assembly, as had been expected, voted to repeal Governor William O'Neill's unim
ited corporate business tax last week. The tax was approved by businesspeople, and fiscal conser
vatists, who thought the measure was needed to sustain small businesses. A Senate bill for repeal was approved by a 100-17 vote, as Connecticut joined the 33 Republicans. The House of Representatives later voted 72-66 to uphold the governor's measure.

Gov. O'Neill vetoed the repeal, saying that repeal of the tax would add $49 million to the budget deficit. This year, neither House can raise sufficient votes to override the veto. This leaves Conservative Democrats and Republicans to seek spending cuts, which in turn may be vetoed by O'Neill.

Some $1.5 billion in new spending, which would have been passed in amendment form with the repeal bill. The Senate referred those cuts as "pokey" in the veto memo. The General Assembly is left an un
comfortable position. They are un
willing to digest the proposed tax, or for that matter any tax increases. An income tax was last enacted in 1971 by the General Assembly in a similarly frustrating financial situation.

Many legislators fear political re
percussions in the November elec
tions, as additional citizens are expressing resistance to tax in
teases.

State Lays Off 140

In reaction to a $3.3 million shortfall in fiscal 1982, the State will lay off 140 employees over the next week from the Department of Labor. In addition, the State's largest branch office of the Department of Labor will be closed. This closing will reduce the number of branch offices to only 18.

State labor commissioner P. Joseph Peraro said that "We are affecting people who have made this job a career... it's going to be a hardship." The jobs affected are in the Employment Security Division, a department that handles unemployment compensation, job placement, and related services.

Contract Settlement

Adele Yatel

Negotiators for Yale University and a union representing mainten
ance, plan, and food service employees reached agreement on a three year contract, averting the fifth strike by this union in fourteen years. The previous contract has just expired.

The settlement: approved provides for increased job security and pay raises of 5 to 30 cents per hour each year plus cost of living adjustments.

The biggest miffing for the union, John W. Nellis, expressed satisfaction with the agreement, especially with "major breakthroughs" in such areas as job security.

The contract stipulates that no current employee working 20 hours per week or more may have his hours reduced, nor may any em
ployee with ten or more years of employment who works 20 hours weekly be laid off.

The union, which represents 1,300 workers, also won a promise that training programs will be provided to improve management and to help make lawyers and women become skilled workers.

Earthquake Shakes Up

New England
Do you know me?

I was a former First Lady but now I've gone the route of anonymity and reclusiveness.

Good thing I work for the Tripod. No matter where I go or whom I meet, I'm confident that all I have to do is flash my credentials and the world is at my feet.

Won't you join us at our cage in the basement of Jackson at 7:00 p.m. on Tuesday night? We'll go bananas.

The Trinity Tripod:

Don't leave the jungle without it.
"If not a poet then what could I be..."

by Marsa Ellenberg

If not a poet
Then what
could one be?
Nothing, probably
Death. Or one might
Universe. I couldn't live
Without drinking deep into myself, What I feel
To put into a collection —
Colored plastic pants.
From milk jugs, pieces
Of wire, eggs from which
And then assembling all of it,
Backwards and forwards.
And then assembling all of it
Into memorabilia so touching
It grieves my soul that this
Beggar mind
Will someday follow its creator
To the poetry, fiction, and
And yet I write
With the intensity of the gods
Confronted in their essence.
Immortality. Without such
Soul, one must write on
And I record all of it,
Asking myself, "What could I be..."

The smiling chair
In the corner of the room
Says to me, "I am therefore
I am" and then
I am gone
And I give me a last jolt
Throughout my life.

by Elena Vira

Elena Vira is a twenty-three year old Trinity student who is a wife, mother, and poet. She was educated at Hartford College for Women and Holy Cross College, where she was a major in Trinity's Independent Study Program. Elena says her interest in poetry goes back to the grade when she won a prize for a poem about a spider. "Since then I have been interested ever since! This inspiration and her talent have brought her to make a public claim as one of five student poets on the Connecticut Poetry Circuit. Elena feels that poetry has been good to her; it is her life and nothing could supplant it. Her goal is to have poetry about the things that are most familiar to her — her family, her college experiences, and her life now as a housewife with two children. Elena says that she derived her daughter and son, have become recurring subjects in Elena's poetry. "They take up 100% of my time, and I find them fascinating! They've helped me to face the reality that my choices were limited, and that I had to work hard where I was going with my career." Elena feels that in a way, she has grown up with her children.

When asked about her style and methodology, Elena replied, "I am a laborer and unimpeachable to write, it means tiring. It flows easily, now she knows it is the right track. She is trying to get away from the conventional, the made up, crafted poems, and believes in the artistic intent of poetry, refusing to let critics or editors make changes to her work. One of the editors of the "new" magazine, Elena, most publication in a transitional one. "It is a big change for Review, I said, "because there was a wide range of submissions and staff members. Part of this was good advertising, and to new students submitting new material. But where it goes now depends on how people perceive the image of the Review. To review it is to not be alone, but in a chain of pages, so that the proud writer/artist can tear out a piece or two, and mail it to home. Mom, Dad, and the kids. They may indeed be the only parties interested in the piece, but every very few people seem to read the bloody thing. It is not in my place you think about the Review?\"" 

"I haven't read it, so I don't know, I am sure I have never seen it, I haven't read it..."

A: "We review Review... Oh, like it. Sort of didn't read much of it..."

"I am not the foggiest, because I don't know. I haven't read it..."

A: "We review Review of what?"

"We review... Oh, like it. Sort of didn't read much of it..."

Elena Vira

The Review has a new face, more than one, more vibrant than before, the Review is a compilation of the poetry, fiction, and music. The innovative, layered, which may be the Review's new unstated mission, includes a table of contents in a kidnap-letter form. Before, the Review was a table of contents in a kidnap-letter form. Basically, it was a compilation of poetry, fiction, and music. The creative process when the students are involved as well, working with Millie for Trinity's "poetry committee." For the past two years, Trinity Poetry Center has been able to conduct annual workshops with a generous grant from the Elizabeth Dorr Coffin Memorial Foundation. For these workshops, a famous poet lives in the Trinity community for about eleven days, giving free readings to the public on the Trinity campus, and conducting four- to two-hour work sessions with students from various Hartford High Schools.

The students are selected only as chosen from such schools as Hartford Public, Weaver, Bulkeley, and South Catholic High School. It is a competitive process, but apparently the students want it and thrive on it. They are given the opportunity to develop an intimate relationship with a well-known poet, and according to Millie Sylvester, "The most delightful and amazing process." The students learn a great deal, and they show the resulting improved ability in their school literary periodicals. The teachers of those chosen also involved in these workshops, too.

The Place

Before the Trinity Poetry Center expanded five years ago, it served only as a host for occasional guest poets doing one-night readings. No separate budget or appointed director. The Review itself even that did take place was usually "begged" from alumni. Things have changed. In the Center, located in the Writing Center of the English Department, is the base of its own budget and its own director, Millie Sylvester. Ms. Sylvester, a former semi-professional dancer, has an avid interest in poetry, is a lively, creative woman who is positively enthusiastic about the Center. A selected group of faculty and students are involved as well, working with Millie for Trinity's "poetry committee." For the past two years, Trinity Poetry Center has been able to conduct annual workshops with a generous grant from the Elizabeth Dorr Coffin Memorial Foundation. For these workshops, a famous poet lives in the Trinity community for about eleven days, giving free readings to the public on the Trinity campus, and conducting four- to two-hour work sessions with students from various Hartford High Schools.

Basically, students are encouraged to write in their own tongue. This is the only problem of its kind in the Northeast, and has brought five important poets to Trinity. According to Millie, it has brought the Hartford high school students into "this business of poetry."

The post-in-residence is available to Trinity students on a "Russian" and "Italian" basis. Potentially eligible students are chosen by Millie's office. Students are chosen by Millie's office. Students have the opportunity to have coffee, lunch, or dinner, and just chat. The poet chosen this year is William Stafford, and he will be living here at the Center from March 1st to March 11th.

Check This Out!

Louise E. Jerjefferson, photographer, has taken her African studies displayed in the Austin Arts Center lobby. She will give a public lecture and show and lecture in Austin Arts, room 220, on January 28th, 3:30 pm.

In celebration of the Chinese New Year, early in February, the Trinity College history and music departments will sponsor a concert of traditional and contemporary Chinese folk music at 8:00 pm, on Sunday, January 31st, in the Goodwin Theatre. Austin Arts Center featured. Will be the Chinese Music Ensemble of New York.

The Watkins Library is exhibiting An Introduction to the Book of Hymns through February 12th, 1962.
Urban Decay: An Artist Creates A Twisted Reality

by Laurie Anderson

Occupying the walls of Widener Gallery until the first of February is an exhibit of the recent watercolors and etchings of James Merrill. Mr. Merrill, a former instructor of Trinity's arts-in-residence Mary Kenealy, applies his artistic talents to an examination of urban decay.

Although each individual piece furthers one's understanding of the artist's perceptions, it is beneficial to group some of the works according to medium and theme: the negative aspects of technological development are explored in both watercolors and etchings.

In a series of four watercolors, tumultuous skies are revealed to be planes. Occasionally something like a torn tray. Merrill seems to develop this feeling of disjointedness extending beyond man's relationship with each other to man's relationship with nature. The absence of color in the etching contrasts sharply with the audacity of color and life. Implicit in its title "The Green Line," Merrill explores the mechanical and technical aspects of urban society. The works are intentionally fragmented, but in this case one is further disheartened by large plates of color, usually brick red or black, which break up the blocks of machinery, wiring, and crossbeams. Occasionally something like a torn photograph of foliage, or a view from a window slip in amidst the geometries. Similarly, in a small group of etchings, tumultuous skies are equipped with entrances and exits. The entire effect contributes to a loss of perspective, as spaces are revealed to be planes.

Merrill's etchings, "The Green Line," stand out as an example of the artist's "Architectural" works. Networked with beams, boards and braces, and choked with a mantle of dark smoke, the piece is alive with fleeting and dying. Merrill seems to develop the idea of the line as rigid form, and he uses it to segment and compartmentalize the space. The line, used to form images of various urban structures, simplifies the illusion of anamorphic American life.

In addition, Merrill indicates that this feeling of disjunctedness extended beyond man's relationship with each other to man's relationship with nature. The absence of color in the etching contrasts sharply with the audacity of color and life. Implicit in its title "The Green Line," Merrill explores the mechanical and technical aspects of urban society. The works are intentionally fragmented, but in this case one is further disheartened by large plates of color, usually brick red or black, which break up the blocks of machinery, wiring and crossbeams. Occasionally something like a torn photograph of foliage, or a view from a window slip in amidst the geometries. Similarly, in a small group of etchings, tumultuous skies are equipped with entrances and exits. The entire effect contributes to a loss of perspective, as spaces are revealed to be planes.

Dynamite Duo Graces Trinity Concert

by Floyd Higgins

There exists perhaps no more musically satisfying or flexible combination of instruments than that of a violin and piano. A vast and highly varied repertoire of works accumulated throughout the years. This body of work challenges both pianist and violinist in technical prowess, yet challenges as well the two musicians to come together as one unit. At the same time that this marriage of instruments must sing together, each player must retain the fierce individuality of their respective instruments.

Finding two such capable musicians understandably becomes somewhat of a challenge unto itself. Happily, the Trinity Music Department's past success with the talents of violinist Lynn Chang and pianist Richard Kogan led to yet another successful violin/piano performance this past week's Friday Night Concert.

These two relatively young artists met at Harvard and have been performing together and in a trio with noted cellist Yo-Yo Ma for the past several years. Obviously, the years of partnership, complemented by a competitive virulently contributed greatly to the listening pleasure of the 19th century program.

The hour and one-half performance began with Debussy's Third Sonata in d minor. Debussy's supreme tonal painting surged and bloomed in this piece of latent yet warm romanticism. Richard Kogan then turned us to a solo performance of Chopin's A-flat Polonaise with stirring and confident playing.

Finest among the evening's music was Debussy's Third Sonata in d minor. Here, everything was just right. Perhaps more striking than these two musicians' virtuosity was the very warm and lucid manner in which they controlled their instruments. Effusive passages flowed well, and always with great musicality. The program was professional in all respects. Both musicians played with self-effacing style, permitting the listener complete enjoyment of the music on hand. Lynn Chang and Richard Kogan are to be commended for having established an intimate and rare understanding of both the music and each other.

Hartford Happenings

Flicks

"Charlies of Film," the best picture of the year according to the National Board of Review, will be shown on Sunday, January 3rd, sponsored by Brandeis University and the National Women's Committee of Greater Hartford. The story revolves around the differing motivations of two male runners to reach the Olympics. It tells you where you stand and what choices you have to help achieve a healthier life. You'll learn that HEALTHY PEOPLE HELP THEMSELVES!

The Wadsworth Atheneum will present a program of eight German films beginning January 28 through February 3, in conjunction with the Hartford Ballet Company's upcoming production of the German expressionist ballet, "The Green Table." The program will be shown each evening. General admission is $3 ($2 for members). Call 278-2670 for film list and tickets.

The Gallery

The Artsworks Gallery, 70 Allyn Street, is showing an open, juried exhibition, "The Square Show," of square work in all mediums. January 29-February 21. Don't be square, be there.

Tunes

Real Wavs presents "Air," a group with "high spirited, funny, altogether charming music, and probably the most widely accessible being performed by any group associated with the jazz avant-garde." (N.Y. Times) January 29 and 30. Real Wavs, 40 State Street. Call 525-5531 for more info.
The Bantam squash team returned to Hartford on January 14th for five days of double-session practices, which paid off in exhibition wins over the Hartford Golf Club and the New Haven Lawn Club and a touch regular season victory over Dartmouth.

The two exhibition matches are traditionally used to serve as early-season warmups for competition in January and February. The Bants whipped Hartford 4-3 and swept past New Haven 5-3. At New Haven Ted Wheeler recorded a Trinity first, defeating New Haven's Mr. Shenk; the first time a Bantam has defeated a Mr. Shenk in the history of the series.

The requirements resumed intercollegiate play at Dartmouth on the 22nd. In a hard-fought match the varsity overran the Big Green 2-4. The even seeded players took the courts first. Bill Doyle (#2) and Sandy Monaghan (#6) won easily. At the end of the first set of matches the teams were tied, 2-2.

**Men's Basketball**

**Views Alaska**

continued from page 16

where behind the bar was a glass cage of fifty five monkeys. Another spot not soon forgotten was "The Great Alaskan Bush Co." where twenty five "dancing girls" were featured.

The trip dispelled many misconceptions. Eskimos were a minority and there were no igloos. It was in fact colder in Connecticut at that time. It was strange seeing the sun rise at 9:30 and move along the horizon, never rising high in the sky, and set at three in the afternoon. This prompted Steve Bracken to comment, "in the summer when there are twenty-two hours of sunlight, they must go wild."

Comparisons between this trip and the one to Cuba were mixed. The two were similar. In that meeting new people in an entirely different place was the great experience according to Co-Captain Carl Rapp. Yet there was more to do in Cuba, and the two trips brought into vivid contrast the stark reality of communism and its total effect on the people in a police state against the relaxing wide open beauty of Alaska and its hospitable people.

It was this friendliness and willingness to help, especially on the part of the U.A.A. trainer, that John Meany will remember most. Jim Callahan and Carl Rapp mentioned the beautiful scenery, and Pat Schafani will never forget the moose standing by the runway as the plane touched down. What struck Steve Bracken was the airport itself. It's somewhat of a museum with many stuffed animals and fish. Dave Wynter commented on the closeness that developed on the team, saying "now that we've gotten together as a team what we have to do is go out and win." In all it was an outstanding trip. In fact Coach Ogrodnick stated, "I wish all the students could have gone." You can read volumes on Alaska but there is nothing like being there.

Mike Gregory (#3) ripped his opponent 3-0 and Andrew Emory (#7) won 5-1, leaving Trinity one match away from victory. Van Dillon (#9) provided the Bants with the clinching fifth point.

Coach George Sutherland felt that the Dartmouth match "was a real team effort. We beat a fine team on their own courts by winning some critical matches in the lower half of the ladder."

The J.V. squad also played well at Dartmouth, losing a close match, 5-4.

Two Bants next take on Yale. The Bulldogs are traditionally a strong unit and will test the Trinity squad.

Anyone who has ever wanted to work for an insurance company, and anyone who hasn't, should consider The Travelers. Because we offer careers both in insurance and in a variety of other fields which help us service our wide range of financial products.

Under The Travelers umbrella, you'll find careers in engineering, data processing, finance, marketing. And as an insurance industry leader, we offer rewarding careers in actuarial science, underwriting and sales.

So if you're wondering who works for an insurance company, over 30,000 people from differing backgrounds are at work for The Travelers right now. They've chosen us because we have the resources, variety, benefits, rewards and growth that make up the ingredients for a bright future.

Travelers representatives will be visiting your campus soon. For details, see your Placement Director or write to: Rubin L. Fisher, Assistant Director, The Travelers, Dept. CA, One Tower Square, Hartford, CT 06115

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
The Men's Varsity Basketball Team has fallen on some hard times since the Christmas recess, dropping four of its last five defeats, including three losses to Division I opponents. However, the team is averaging a 5.5 points over winless record, with a 5-2 overall record. In the first game, the 6'10" center showed that the absence had not hindered his rebounding abilities as he pulled down a game-high 22 boards.

On the offensive end, it was once again the work of the team's three individual offensive players that carried the load. Tim Bates that paced the Bantams, as the deadly sophomore registered 14 points to lead his team on the scoring column, while Rapp also contributed 14 points in his season-high effort.

In the tournament finals Trinity faced a talented Bowdoin team that had defeated them in back-to-back championship rounds by defeating Eastern Connecticut 80-73. It was in the tournament finals that the Bantams met their first match of the season against the Owls, but Rapp was also in double figures with 10. Both Bates and Rapp earned places on the all-tournament team, named the respective coaches and media.

Trinity then embarked on their longest road trip since the trip to Havana in 1981, as the Bantams took top honors on the University of Alaska (Anchorage) on January 14. The visitors were overshadowed by their stronger and quicker opponents, but still managed to stay in the game before succumbing by a 77-70 score in the first of a pair of games. Bates scored the 100th career point with 12, while Rapp continued to scour the boards, collecting 10 rebounds. The Bantams had a 0.58% from the floor but still came up seven points shy.

Carl Rapp, who had been sidelined through the first five games with an ankle injury. The 6'7" center was lurking around the free-throw line, while Rapp continued to scour the boards, collecting 10 rebounds. The Bantams had left the floor but still came up seven points shy.

Hindered his rebounding abilities as he collected 10 rebounds. The Bantams had a 0.58% from the floor but still came up seven points shy.

This year Trinity had enough to need a towel.

During the race, "Cass was always falling short. This year Trinity had enough points to win before the last contest and had accumulated the results of the meet with a convincing victory.

The Trinity College football team, 6-2 in 1981, took nine places in the All-New England College Division All-Academic team, including three losses to Division I programs.

In the 200 Butterfly. Trinity won the Open class men's and women's team and won the meet with a convincing 6-2 victory.

Junior guard Steve LaFortune, already named New England Division III lineman-of-the-year, earned a second All-NE. team, as a punter.

Ernie Franklin was named a first team All-New England College Division All-American, as a punter.

Bill Schaufler was named a first team All-New England College Division All-American, as a punter.

Scot Keilty handled the 100 and 200 Freestyle relays and100 Butterfly.

Darby did well for the Bants, losing to the B-Ball team.

Senior guard Steve LaFortune, who had been sidelined through the first five games with an ankle injury. The 6'7" center was lurking around the free-throw line, while Rapp continued to scour the boards, collecting 10 rebounds. The Bantams had a 0.58% from the floor but still came up seven points shy.

On Tuesday night at the Ferris Athletic Center against arch-rival University of Connecticut, the Bantams faced a talented Bowdoin team that could only win the game with a gutsy sprint finish to win the 200 IM. Scot Keilty handled the 100 and 200 Freestyle relays and100 Butterfly.

Darby did well for the Bants, losing to the B-Ball team.

Senior guard Steve LaFortune, who had been sidelined through the first five games with an ankle injury. The 6'7" center was lurking around the free-throw line, while Rapp continued to scour the boards, collecting 10 rebounds. The Bantams had a 0.58% from the floor but still came up seven points shy.

On Tuesday night at the Ferris Athletic Center against arch-rival University of Connecticut, the Bantams faced a talented Bowdoin team that could only win the game with a gutsy sprint finish to win the 200 IM. Scot Keilty handled the 100 and 200 Freestyle relays and100 Butterfly.
Ice Hockey Takes Third In Wesleyan Tourney

Since returning from Christmas break, Varsity hockey has beaten New Hampshire College and Wesleyan and lost to Framingham State and Fairchild University, giving the squad an overall record of 5-4. The Bantams' 5-3 Division III mark has earned them another five ranking points and put them in contention for the post season playoffs.

Trinity opened its second season against New Hampshire and doomed their opponents in overtime, 5-4. New Hampshire outplayed the Bants in the first period, but Trinity reversed the momentum when T.R. Goodman, Joe Upton, and Lou Shipley scored second period goals. New Hampshire mounted an attack in the final period, scoring the tying goal and preventing Trinity's potent offense from scoring the go-ahead goal. Regulation play ended with the score knotted at 4-4. In overtime, however, the Bants applied offensive pressure and finally scored on a Chris Downs slapshot from the blue line. Downs' goal highlighted a fine performance in his first appearance as a Trinity player since transferring here in December. Goalie Chris Watras performed well in goal and matched each Trinity goal with a fine performance in net. Watras recorded his first shutout of his Trinity career as the Bants whipped the Cards 3-0.

There Is More Than Just Show In Alaska

by David Nagle

It is not often that a travel agent has a group wishing to book a trip in January to Anchorage, Alaska. Let's face it, the "I need it here" commercials are referring to Pump Room Beach, not Moose Pass. Yet there was such a group in the Trinity Varsity Basketball team who endured the ten hours of flying, using three planes, and crossing five time zones to reach the University of Alaska at Anchorage for a week of basketball, sightseeing, and culture shock.

Coach Stanley Ogrodnick explained, the trip came about when three years ago it was decided every other year the team would take a big trip. At the time, the team became the first American team to visit Cuba, in 1980, then an Assistant Coach, Ogrodnick noticed an article concerning how U.A.-A. needed to up its game everyday, the players would be interested in the idea. Coach Ogrodnick and Athletic Director Karl Kristoff were intrigued by the possibilities and agreed to the idea. The team was warmly received by people who not only made them feel at home, but were interested in how things were on the East coast. After listening to the idea, the team was willing to make the trip. The trip was set up by the Travel Department, the trip team, and the players were given the opportunity to see new places.

Meeting people from all walks of life was, interesting, memorable and one of the highlights. Seemingly friendlier, uninhibited, and more relaxed than the rest of the Alaskans, we were able to take a trip to the Lower 48, as they are called, and have taken in the sights and sounds of Anchorage.

As Coach Stanley Ogrodnick explained, the trip came about when three years ago it was decided every other year the team would take a big trip. At the time, the team became the first American team to visit Cuba, in 1980, then an Assistant Coach, Ogrodnick noticed an article concerning how U.A.-A. needed to improve. The team was warmly received by people who not only made them feel at home, but were interested in how things were on the East coast. After listening to the idea, the team was willing to make the trip. The trip was set up by the Travel Department, the trip team, and the players were given the opportunity to see new places. It is not often that a travel agent has a group wishing to book a trip in January to Anchorage, Alaska. Let's face it, the "I need it here" commercials are referring to Pump Room Beach, not Moose Pass. Yet there was such a group in the Trinity Varsity Basketball team who endured the ten hours of flying, using three planes, and crossing five time zones to reach the University of Alaska at Anchorage for a week of basketball, sightseeing, and culture shock.
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